
Keir Hardie Primary School 

 KS2 Celebration assembly 



Friendship Friday award 

 



3H Friendship award goes 
to… 

Uyi
for always trying to help others out 



3A Friendship award goes 
to… 

Jawad 
for being kind, helpful and respectful 

at all times.



4R Friendship award goes 
to… 

George
for helping others in class complete 
their tasks when they needed some 

extra support. 



4D Friendship award goes 
to… 

Ruqayyah
 for being a great friend to everyone 

in 4D



5I Friendship award goes 
to… 

Myles
for being a good friend to all the 

children in the class.



5E Friendship award goes 
to… 

 Sorybinta
for being a magical and kind friend to 

all her peers and her teacher! 



6P Friendship award goes 
to… 

Lilly
for always looking after and 

supporting Manasse



6S Friendship award goes 
to… 

Mia
for being a good friend and very 

helpful within the class



And Now, a Celebration of The 
children who have been using 

their magic habits  



3H 

Chimdie
 for fantastic questions and 

vocabulary at the Synagogue, doing 
us all proud!



3A

Mila D, Minhaj and 
Kevin

 for beautifully articulating the reason 
for our synagogue visit.



4R

Amaia
for showing great gumption in 

overcoming some of the challenging 
questions in her maths assessments 

this week. 



4D

Beverly
for always showing her gumption at 

all times.



5I

Princess
used her magic habits in all areas of 

her learning.



5E

Alfie
 for working on becoming an 

independent learner and motivating 
his peers to do the same. 



6P

Chiemela
for achieving great results across the 
board in his assessments this week



6S

Samuel
for motivating his peers on all learning 

tasks.



Reading heroes
3H Alba for choosing to get to grips with Harry Potter!
3A  Beau for reading on the tube and encouraging others 
to join her!
4R Tomas for showing great fluency when reading this 
week
4D Mahreen  for wonderful  expressive reading this week
5I Chimbuchi
5E Beck for being able to use the text to inform his 
responses. 
6P  Emily for always different genres of books regularly.
6S Basma always reads with expression and 
enthusiasm.



Attendance 

1st          6P    99.3%
2nd        6S    95.9%
3rd        3H     95.4%



House points

1st           Citrine 207
2nd         Garnet  199
3rd         Sapphire 197
4th          Emerald  170


